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Angel Facts:

1)  Angels are created beings -
Colossians 1: 16

2)  Angels saw the world being
created - Job 38: 4-10

3)  Angels can appear in bodies -
many Scriptures

4)  Guardian angels -
Matthew 18: 10



Angel Facts (cont.):

5)  Angels are powerful; one slew
185,000 Assyrians -
2 Kings 19: 35

6)  Angels desire to learn -
1Peter1: 12



Chapters 10, 11 and 12 are an 
intelligence report to believers 
that Satan tries to stop!



Verse 12 - 15
The angel explains the delay



Daniel’s prayers were heard 
immediately - He had a right heart 
and right attitude!

The angel came because of his 
words - PRAYER MATTERS!!

Luke 18: 1 reminds us to pray and 
not to give up!



Why the delay?
Satan did not want Daniel to 
receive this intelligence report

What is the intelligence report?
“. . . .to make you understand
what will happen to your people in 
the latter days” - (verse 14)

Why Michael, why not another arc 
angel?  

Michael stands watch over
Israel - Daniel 12: 1



Satan’s strategy is to delay and 
block the truth, to crush hope!

God makes sure we hear the truth 
and know the truth -

GOD GIVES HOPE!!

A key Satan tactic is DISTRACTION, 
to keep minds filled with the world





Remember who Satan really is:



Verse 16 - 21
A third ministering angel?



90-year old Daniel had quite an 
experience:



Daniel appears to be dying and the 
angel renders first aid - (verse 17-18)

Once strengthened, then 
encouraged, “O man greatly 
beloved, fear not! Peace be to you; 
be strong, yes, be strong!” (verse 19)

Like Daniel (in our spiritual and life 
battles), with the Holy Spirit rod of 
iron up our spines, the Spirit says, 
“BE STRONG - BE STRONG!!”



May this be our response to life’s 
onslaught, disappointments, 
challenges: 

“Let my Lord speak, for you
have strengthened me.”



Spiritual warfare is happening all 
around us, efforts to block the 
truth!

Think:

- The Medo-Persian empire
connected Greece with the far
east

- The far east is the birthplace of
Hinduism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, etc.







There are demonic/angelic 
conflicts going on in our world 
that are influencing history and 
humanity’s world view constantly!

Billions of people are trapped in 
darkness and don’t even know it!!

Most of the world is blinded and 
needs the light of the Gospel of 
Christ!



Why the hurry?

The angel must get back 
into the battle

There is a sense today that the 
battle is raging, and time is short

Satan is desperate, and many 
Christians are sidelined, numbed, 
and useless - how sad!



This is our time!  
May it be said of us, like Paul in   
2 Timothy 4: 7:

“I have fought the good fight, 
I have finished the race, 
I have kept the faith.”



CONCLUSION:  
THE UNSEEN REALM - PART 2

There is an unseen battle in the 
heavenlies we know little about

Daniel 10 gives a small peak into these 
angelic conflicts

Daniel 10, 11 and 12 gives us an 
intelligence report

Satan wants this information blocked



America is changing!  In these 
troubling times, keep your 
eyes on Jesus and BE STILL!!

HE IS IN COMPLETE CONTROL!!



BECAUSE GOD 
IS IN CONTROL, 

WE HAVE NOTHING
TO FEAR!!!


